
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Try to imagine your day as… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

The ultimate VIP sport and 
glamour summer experience  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time: 09.00 
 

…your morning 
on the snow! 

 

Time: 14.00 
 
…your afternoon 

at the see! 

Time: 21.00 
 

 …your night in 

a glamour 
place! 

…really a stunning day! But how is it possible? 

 
…your afternoon 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Luxury On The Snow Team present a unique 

program for your next  holiday: a concentrate of 
winter and summer activities melted in the same 

day (or week-end) ending with a sparkling 

memorable time surrounded by luxury (splendor)  

It is really possible to organize such an amazing 

venue due to the convenient and fast helicopter 
transfer that in a short time take you from whole-
year snow-capped mountains in Cervinia (Italy) or 

Zermatt (Swiss) to the warm, sunny shore in the 

Cote d’Azur where you can enjoy yachting, golfing 

or even relax and suntun in a stunning nature. 

 

…enjoy your luxury holiday in 
some of the most exclusive locations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ZERMATT 

Matterhorn glacier paradise 
 
 

Located in west 

Switzerland, at an 

altitude of 1,620 m 

(5,310 ft) next to the 

Italian border, Zermatt 

is a village at the foot of 

the Matterhorn, the most photographed 

mountain in the world.  

Since 1865 first successful ascent of 

Matterhorn, tourist from all over the world 

populated top class resorts, hotels and 

restaurants and enjoyed thrilling sporting 

experiences on the steepest slopes in the 

world – and that 365 days a year. The 

climate is of an excellent quality: with 300 

sunny days a year, there is less rainfall than 

anywhere else in Switzerland. The air in 

Zermatt is clear, dry and clean, because, 

since 1947, only electric cars without a 

combustion engine are allowed to operate in 

the village. The highest altitude mountain 

railway station in Europe with a new 

restaurant in the Minergie-P standard sets 

standards for sustainability. The panorama: a 

breathtaking view of Italian, French and 

Swiss alpine giants 

from an altitude of 

3,883 metres. Do 

you think you can 

see the 

Mediterranean? 

Quite possible. Mont 

Blanc, the highest mountain in the Alps, 

seems near enough to touch. You are also at 

the peak of the international ski area. 

Beneath you lies the largest summer ski area 

in Europe and, not far away, a cool Gravity 

Park for snowboarders and free skiers, open 

300 days a year.  

You can also visit the Gorner Gorge, a unique 

wonder of Nature 220 million years old, in 

the immediate vicinity of the Blatten hamlet, 

eroded by the Gornervispe river after the last 

Ice Age.   A three to four hours breathtaking 

adventure will allow 

you to cross the 

gorge.  

 The nature is so 

spectacular or still 

original that in 

summer time you can visit the Alpsennerei 

(Alpine dairy) or  learn about the cheese 

makers in the village during the winter 

season, look around the production sites and 

the various processes explained to you and 

taste some excellent cheeses. 

Zermatt is also well-known for its superlative 

cuisine in two countries, Cucina italiana 

(Italian food), or specifically cucina 

valdostana or Valais specialities (Swiss food), 

simple and warm, with a glass of fine wine 

and concluded with a mandatory grappa.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.zermatt.ch/en/page.cfm/experience/skiing_snowboarding/gravity_park
http://www.zermatt.ch/en/page.cfm/experience/skiing_snowboarding/gravity_park


 

 

BREUIL - CERVINIA 

the paradise of all year skiers  
 
 

Breuil Cervinia in the 

region of the Valle d’Aosta 

Italy, on the border of 

Switzerland, in the heart of 

the Western Alps, is the 

home of the Matterhorn  

(Cervino) 

With over 200 years of history, Cervinia ( 

Breuil the patois name for Cervinia which 

means the land of much water) has beckoned 

skiers and mountain lovers, from all over the 

world. 

Cervinia offers an incredible amount of skiing 

of all types. The delight in skiing over 450 

kilometers of ski slopes between Cervinia, 

Valtounenche and Zermat makes any type of 

skiing absolutely the best. Whether you 

downhill, snowboard,  nordic alpine skiing, 

heliski there is a slope for everyone. 

In 1936 the first cable car was built and then 

from there Cervinia has been a constant 

innovation, endeavoring to keep the highest 

efficency and standards  in the ski world. 

The village of Cervinia sits at 2050 meters, 

with skiing levels up to 4000 meters to the 

Klien Matterhorn lift on the Switzerland 

border. .  Skiing is 10 months a year, with 

seasons from the end of October to the 

beginning of May and then again from the 

end of June to the middle of September, so it 

is easy to find not just the Italian Blue 

National Ski team but also Wordl Cup teams 

for training on the famous glacier Plateau 

Rosa. 

The Valley is famous for its culture and 

history so you can find a Roman bridge, a 

medieval castle, an ancient church and, 

further on, a  

rascard, a grenier, a mill.... These are all 

typical sights of this side of the Valley, where 

the historical monuments blend in with the 

scenery to become one with the landscape, in 

an excellent integration between the men 

work and the nature. 

Dating back to the reign of the Royal House 

of Savoy, the imposing fortifications set 

among the majesty of the mountains, help 

lend a fairy-tale air to the surroundings,  

There is a pride in the traditional dishes that 

have been passed down through the ages, 

among which, fontina 

(typical alps cheese), the 

“lardo” (lard), the “spalla 

di sanato” (a special cut of 

pork), “castagne” 

(chestnuts) and the 

“polenta” (rigorously “grassa”, that is “fat” - 

enriched with butter and cheese) dominate 

the scene.  

The followers of Baccus could taste the well-

known wines Petit Noir, Gamay, Müller 

Thurgau, appreciated by famous writers and 

object of a florid trade since the Middle Ages.  

“Caffè alla valdostana” (aostan valley coffee), 

used for its digestive function, is a boiling 

mixture of coffee, grappa, red wine, lemon 

skin and spices: this is then served in the 

typical cup called “grolla” (also known as 

“cup of friendship”), especially carved in 

wood, with a series of spouts from where it is 

drunk altogether.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Activities on the snow 

Imagine all what you want to do in a wonderful winter holiday: 

 

 

 

and much more! Now…do it. 

 

Would you like to ski with the most famous champion skiers?  

We can organize for you unforgettable daily activities with the most famous skiers of ever, World 

Champions and Olympic Gold Medal winners; you can ski and have nice activities with them (dinners, 
parties, training) in a private and reserved atmosphere. 

Following, some of the athletes that you can meet: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

…and more! 

 

 

 

 

     

     

P. Gros G. Thoeni A. Tomba P. De Chiesa K. Ghedina 

G. Kratter B. Merlin D. Ceccarrelli G. Gros P. Zurbriggen 

    

heliski snow test drive snow trekking sleddog 

vip exclusive service 

 

 

and also special         
snowboard freestyle            

with                               
Giacomo Kratter! 

 



 

 

The exclusive service 

We are glad to offer our extensive quoted experience in the field, based on our professional team  and 

partners long term success in winter scoring impossible-to-get reservation, high-end activities, top 
luxury lifestyle,  just a few  things that our private concierge services do for its guests. 

You can trust Pangea   to seamlessly arrange the most coveted experiences and requests, tailored to 

your specific needs, we can .anticipate your requests and make proactive suggestions, we catch the 
challenge that make what it seems an impossible dream became reality. 

Our top quality service, total flexibility and thoughtful professionalism are the key points to ensure the 
ultimate VIP winter experience. 

In the winter season, we welcome our guests in Italy and: France (Courchevel, Meribel), Switzerland 
(Saint Moriz, Wenghen, Verbier), Austria (Kitzbuhel) 

Our hospitality also includes: 

- Accommodation and transfer 

- Staff incentive 

- Club, restaurant, resort, privatization 

- Ski lift and ski run privatization 

- Yacht charter  

- Private Jet charter 

- Bespoke activities creation 

- Customized gadget analysis and creation 

- Special sport events organization 

- VIP parties and meeting 

Rates and conditions following to location, options, number of guests, period and disponibility. 

Thank you for contacts us in order to ask more details and quotation. 

 

Contacts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diego De Santis  

CEO & Business Development Manager 

 

Pangea SARL  

20, Avenue de Fontvieille – MC 98000 Monaco  

Tel. +377 92 05 54 18, Fax. +377 92 05 58 28  

Mobile FR +377 640 62 05 64  

Mobile IT +39 338 972 53 73  

E-mail: d.desantis@pangea.mc   

Web: www.pangea.mc 

 

http://www.pangea.mc/

